
Bridgeview Spelling linked to Bug Club Reception- Year 1  
 

 

Phase 2  
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 
satp inmd gock ck e u r h b f ff l ll ss 
tap map kid run hub 
pat did cog red fill 
as nip got end less 
at dim kit pick cuff 
sap pad tag neck fuss 
sat sad  rug boss 
 din  mug lot 
 mat  kick hiss 
   cup tell 
   get huff 

Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words 
to no go the into 
   I her 

 

 

 

 

 



Bridgeview Spelling linked to Bug Club Reception- Year 1  
 

 

Phase 3  
Unit 6 Unit 7 Unit 8 

j v w x y z zz qu ch sh th ng 
jug vet wig fox yet zip buzz quit chop shut moth song 
jab visit wax box yes zap fizz quilt chest dish them hang 
jig van wet exit yell zest  quick much fish cloth King 
jot vat wit six yak zebra  squid chop shell with ring 
jet seven win fox yap   quiz chip shock this thing 
jam  wick fix    quack chat ship that sing 

  swim wax     chin flash thin long 
        chest    

Combined list  Combined list Combined list 
jet yet chip  
jug yes chop  
vet yell fish 

seven zebra shell 
van zip shut 
wig fizz with 
wick buzz them 
fox quit  this 
six quick ring  
wax quiz King 

 Irregular words  Irregular words Irregular words 
me he they 
be she  
 my  
 by  

 



Bridgeview Spelling linked to Bug Club Reception- Year 1  
 

 

Phase 3  
Unit 9 Unit 10 Unit 11 

ai ee igh oa oo oo ar or ur ow oi ear air ure er 
aim eel light oak spoon cook arm for surf how oil dear chair cure term 
nail teeth high oats zoo good art port fur cow coin fear air pure kerb 
mail sheep sight goats food book jar torch burst owl boil ear hair sure ladder 
paid bee might toad boot hood park fork hurt clown coil hear pair  cooker 
rail seem fright coat roof hook dart cord turnip town join beard stair  sister 
snail green night road fool took bark corn church growl soil year fair  dinner 
tail feet fight foam stool wool star cork curl now joint clear   farmer 
rain   loaf zoom wood  fort turf  coins    letter 

Combined list  Combined list Combined list 
rain park coin 
mail dark soil 
green  jar fear 
feet corn year 
coat torch chair 
road hurt pair 
boot turf pure 
food curl sure 
wood cow ladder 
cook now letter 

 Irregular words  Irregular words Irregular words 
we you all  
are  was 
  give 
  live  

 



Bridgeview Spelling linked to Bug Club Reception- Year 1  
 

 

Phase 4  
Unit 12 

CVCC CVCC CVCC  
using P3 

graphemes 

CVCC 
polysyllabic  

CCVC CCV CCVC 
using P3 

graphemes 

CCVC 
polysyllabic 

CCVCC 

went best shift children  from flair green treetop Stand 
help lift chest shampoo grip clear clear starlight crust 
just lost  shelf sandpit stop  tree fresh floating  trend 
tent damp tenth  desktop glad star cream  freshness  grunt 
belt  gift boost pondweed spot  spoon  spend 

hump soft thump  sandwich frog  brown  drift 
band pond chimp helper plum  brush   twist 
wind  cost paint  melting gran   sport  cramp 
land  bank bench champion  speck  bring   think 
sink milk toast thundering  trip  crash   blend 

Irregular words 
said were 
have  there 
like little 
so one 
do when 
some out 
come what 

 

 

 



Bridgeview Spelling linked to Bug Club Reception- Year 1  
 

 

 Phase 5  
Unit 13 Unit 14 Unit 15 Unit 16  Unit 17 Unit 18 

wh ph ay 
/ai/ 

alternative  
/ai/ 

alternative  
/ai/ 

ea 
/ee/ 

alternative  
/ee/ 

ie 
/igh/ 

alternativ
e /igh/ 

ow 
/oa/ 

alternative 
/oa/  

ew 
/oo/ 

alternativ
e /oo/  

whip elephant  say spade stay eat these tie bride snow hole screw clue 
wham  dolphin  pray ape pay seal theme pie hide throw rope flew glue 
whisk graph hay name name leaf delete lies time shadow cone drew true 
whiff phonics  tray snake snake tea key tried pine pillow globe grew blue 
whizz  away plate weight meal hockey find strike both nose few rescue 
when  stray grape sleigh beach donkey mild bike post those  stew tune  

  Sunday made prey teapot money  mind tide  spoke  cube  
  play take they heat honey  blind  by  toe  tube  
    vein    shy     cute 
    grey    sky     
        fly     
Combined list  Combined list Combined list Combined list Combined list Combined list 

whip stay leaf tie snow screw 
wham  pay meal lies throw grew 
whisk name beach find pillow drew 
whiff snake heat blind both flew 
whizz weight these  bride post clue 
when sleigh delete time hole glue 

elephant  prey key bike cone blue 
dolphin  they donkey by nose true 
graph vein money shy those tune 

phonics  grey honey fly toe cube 
Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words 

oh Mr looked water who thought 
their  Mrs called where  again  through 
people Ms asked     

 



Bridgeview Spelling linked to Bug Club Reception- Year 1  
 

 

Phase 5  
Unit 19 Unit 20 Unit 21 Unit 22 Unit 23 Unit 24  

aw alternative  
/or/  

ir alternative  
/ur/ 

alternative  
/ow/ 

alternative  
/oi/ 

alternative  
/ear/ 

alternative  
/air/ 

alternative  
/c/ 

alternative  
/s/ 

alternative  
/s/ 

paw haunt sir learn out boy deer square anchor force castle 
claw launch first search mouth oyster beer share chemist circus  whistle  
jaw ball girl pearl about  destroy  here glare chorus celery use 
law call bird earth  proud enjoy sphere swear school excite cheese 

straw small shirt  pound loyal  bear  fancy  horse  
draw fall twirl  cloud     pencil house 
prawn wall dirty        price  noise 
seesaw  thirty        face  pause  

  thirsty        cinema   
  thirteen       cyclist   
         scent  
Combined list Combined list Combined list Combined list Combined list Combined list 

claw first out deer anchor force 
draw girl mouth beer chemist circus  
seesaw bird about  here chorus celery 
launch shirt proud sphere school excite 
haunt dirty  cloud square  cyclist  
ball thirty  boy  share  scent 
call learn oyster glare  castle 
small search destroy  swear  cheese 
fall pearl enjoy bear  horse  
wall earth  loyal pear  pause 

Irregular words High Frequency  Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words Irregular words 
work Thursday  different  eyes two great  

laughed Saturday  any friends once clothes  
because  thirteen many     

 thirty      
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Phase 5 
Unit 25 Unit 26 Unit 27 

alternative  
/j/ 

alternative  
/j/ 

alternative  
/l/ 

alternative  
/n/ 

alternative  
/r/ 

alternative  
/ch/sh/ 

alternative  
/e/ 

alternative  
/s/ 

alternative  
/a/o/ 

angel bridge apple knit wrist match deaf vision was 
age judge purple knot write witch bread usual wash 

urgent  ledge  ankle gnome wren pitch breath leisure  watch  
ginger smudge circle   scratch  instead measure  swan 
margin  badger table   crutch  feather  swamp 
giraffe  candle    action treasure   wallet 
giant   climb   potion     
gym   crumb   station     

energy  lamb   lotion     
danger  comb    special    
magic  thump       

  plumber        
Irregular words Irregular words High frequency  Irregular words 

it’s  don’t first  
I’m can’t second   
I’ll didn’t  third   

 

 


